• **Pre-season storm preparations**
  - Updated emergency preparedness plan and key personnel contact list
  - Conducted hurricane exercises to test SWBNO response
  - Cleared large debris, cleaned vegetation, cut grass along 35 open canals
  - Cleaned 900 tons of debris from DPS 7 (City Park) suction basin
  - SLFPA – EAST and SWBNO outfall canal pumping coordination scheduled

• **Drainage and Power Equipment Status as of May 28, 2020**
  - All 99 drainage pumps are operational
    - 18 of 21 smaller constant-duty pumps are operational. 3 down for maintenance
    - 3 turbines, 5 Electro-Motive Diesel (EMD) generators, and all 4 frequency changers available, capable of 60 MW in redundant power.
    - Turbine 5 down since explosion in December 2019. Lost 20 megawatts of redundant 25 Hz power.